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Dear First Agent, 

I've been a long time with Eric Larsen's THE STORY OF MY LIFE PART ONE. 
And I'm sure you can imagine my dilemma.  He is a brilliant writer. His 
fiction is the very definition of "literary," but his new book is, in my opinion, 
more remote and abstract than I AM ZOË HANDKE and certainly more so 
than AN AMERICAN MEMORY was. I’m afraid the American reading world 
simply wouldn’t know what to make of it. 

The new book is more "difficult," I think, in that it is even more meditative. 
If I were a one-person publisher (with a big enough subsidy not to have to 
worry about things like chain's orders), I would put it into print almost 
exactly as it stands. The dimension he is exploring in this book is like an 
irresistible tunnel down which he has disappeared. And for this reader, at 
least, the temptation to follow him is strong. 

The problem is—and I don't mean to set myself apart as an "intellectual" at 
all; I'm just a reader who is easily led by perfect writing—l don't believe 
enough others would be so tempted. This isn't what a general trade 
publisher could afford to publish. We couldn't meet the bottom line no 
matter how small an advance Eric would accept. This is a book comparable 
with poetry. And the reason we don’t publish poetry is for the same reason 
we can't publish this. We are a commercial publisher trying to uphold the 
standard of literary fiction, but without being subsidized. 

I hope you and Eric will take the book to the University of Chicago or to 
Ecco. Either of them could get it to the right audience better than we could. 
Would you tell Eric for me that I am grateful for the opportunity to work 
with him and to be exposed to his extraordinary sensibilities and talent. 

With all best wishes,  

Editor and Publisher 
 


